
SALE!
Fall Flooring

Oct. 8 - Oct. 28, 2018299
Souvenir Series
Available in 5 unique textured
styles, Souvenir Series wall-to-
wall carpet is manufactured
using the new Tryesse Pro
yarn system, which combines
softness and performance,
making it a great addition to
any home!  

EARN $250 
CASH CARD
With a qualified purchase of flooring by Shaw
Floors. See store for details.

30% 
OFF

Rapido Luxury Vinyl 
Fall for the Rapido collection with its long, wide
planks designed to suit a modern home. Choose
from 12 beautiful and natural colors to fit your
needs.

sq.ft.

20% 
OFF

Symphony Engineered
Hardwood 
Introducing Symphony, one of Beaulieu’s newest
engineered hardwood collections! Available in 6
stunning colors, Symphony is guaranteed to create
perfect harmony with any decor. 

I N T R O D U C I N G
Floorte Titan HD Plus
With its staggering plank sizes
measuring 9 X 72 inches, the
Titan HD Plus collection offers
beauty and durability featuring
high-color variations and
realistic visuals. Available in 10
new exciting styles.  



Save BIG on select flooring!

Hardwood-Laminate- Cork- Vinyl- Carpet- Ceramic- Area Rugs- Window Coverings- Professional Installation Services

15 % 
OFF

Casa Roma® Tile 
 The Casa Roma® Collections offers high quality
porcelain and ceramic tiles in eye catching earth tones.
At United Floors we carry a vast inventory to help you
complement your space. 20 % 

OFF

Kronotex Laminate 

50 % 
OFF

UP TO AREA RUGS

These German Engineered laminate floors have widely
ranging decors that include something for every taste.
Whether you prefer perfectly emulated wood grain or
stone structures with an authentic look & feel,
KRONOTEX has the best conceivable laminate floor for
every setting and requirement.

Assortment may vary by store.  
Not available in all stores. 

Timeless Embrace 
Timeless Embrace is a collection of three super soft polyester carpets, available in 16 trending
colors. Fable, Folklore and Fantasy complete the collection.

Highlands Embrace 
Highlands Embrace was inspired and designed to give the appearance and feel of a real wool carpet. The
collection consists of 2 styles; Foxford and Limerick.

Stunning, realistic wood visuals
and easy to install, the Entrend
collection from Kraus will add
elegance to any space.  
 
Both styles are designed using the
NextGen Core™ for stronger
performance, and attached
underlayment for quiet comfort. 
 
Rustic Estate and Urban Artistry
are both available in 9 stylish
colours to match any home decor 

Entrend  
Luxury Vinyl 20% 

OFF

NOW
Select Hardwood from Kraus

www.unitedfloors.ca


